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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with link systems with diffe
rent selection modes 

A. point to point selection 

B. point to point selection with repeated 
attempts (the maximum number of attempts 
can be prescribed) 

C. point to group selection. 

For these selection modes, the exact calcul
ation of the probabilities of state and the 
characteristic traffic values, especially 
the point to point loss, are derived. 

The considered l i nk systems have S ~ 2 
stages , t he operation mode is groupselection 
and the special case of preselection is in
cluded. 

The calculation method assumes Pure Chance Traf
fic of type 1 (PCT 1) as well as Pure Chance 
Traffic of type 2 (PCT 2). 
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1. I NTRODUCTION 

The connecting network of modern telephone and 
lor data switching systems normally consists 
of space- or combined space and time division 
multiplex networks. 

The space division multiplex networks are 
mostly multistage arrays with conjugated se
lection (link systems). The combined space 
and time division multiplex networks can be 
transformed into equivalent link systems, too; 
e.g. 111. 

For given traffic properties the main advantage 
of a link system, compared with a one stage 
connecting array, is the reduction of the num
ber of crosspoints. However, this advantage 
requires on the other hand more complicated 
control. Therefore the selection to be made 
is of high interest. 

The selection modes mostly used are: 

- point to group selection: 
the marker controls a connection between a 
distinct free inlet and one out of all out
going trunks of the considered grouPI 

- point to point selection: 
both, inlet and outlet, are prescribed for 
the connection. 

The second method seems to allow a simpler con
trol, but considerably higher losses for the 
same traffic than the first method. 

To combine the simplicity of the marker with 
the grade of service of point to group selec
tion a third method can be realized, 

- point to point selection with 
repeated attempts: 
for each attempt another free outgoing 
trunk is marked. The maximum number of 
attempts is normally limited to 3 or -4 • 

In traffic theory a large number of papers is 
known dealing with the first principle, e.g. 
12/,/3/,/41. (The two papers of K. Kilmmerle 
131 and 141 contain a presentation of a large 
number of calculation methods, e.g. the well
known publications of C. Jacobaeus, A.Elldin, 
P. Le Gall, A. Lotze, et.al.). In 151 and 161 
models and calculation methods are described 
for the second principle. 

In this paper the exact calculation of the pro
babilities of state and the characteristic 
traffic values for link systems are derived 
for these three operation principles basing on 
investigations for two stage link systems 17/, 
18/, 19/. 

For given structure of the link system, selec
tion mode and offered traffic, the system of 
equations for the probabilities of state is 
derived. Then the characteristic traffic values 
(e.g. probability of loss, carried traffic) are 
determined by 1inear combination or the pro
babilities of state. Some results are presen-
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ted in the last section. 

Only link systems without gradings are con
sidered. Investigations for link systems with 
gradings between ' the outlets of stage v, YE[\~ 
will be published 1101. Gradings between the 
outgoing trunks can be considered by means of 
191. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS 

2.1 STRUCTURE OF THE LINK SYSTEM 

Link systems with S stages (fig.l) and the 
following parameters will be regarded: 

S-f S 

Fig. 1: Link system with S stages 
S ~ 2 stages 
i'\l ~ k", \1E[1, S] expansionl concentration 

possible for each stage 
g"k,,: gV+1·iy+~ ,VE[l,S)} without grading 
rn - g S . rkS rE [1 , R1 
R = 1 preselection 

> 1 groupselection 

2.2 TRAFFIC 

Two types of offered traffic are distinguished: 

a) Pure chance traffic of type 1 (PCT 1); 
an infinite number of sources produces the 
offered traffic. The total arrival rate ~ 
is constant and independent of the number 
of busy sources (Poisson Input). 

b) Pure chance traffic of type 2 (PCT 2); 

a finite number of sources produces the 
offered traffic. Each idle source has the 
constant arrival rate oc (Bernoulli-Input). 

The holding times are assumed to be negativ ex
ponentially distributed with the mean value h; 
i.e. termination rate E = Ih. 

Both, arrival rate 0(. , 1, and termination rate €: , 
depend on the multiple v of stage 1 and on 
trunk group r. Therefore they will be denoted 
as r Oi. v ' r Av and rev' 

- ---
2.3 SELECTION MODES 

Three selection modes are distinguished: 

- Eoint to Eoint selection mode (PP-mode). 
The marker has to build up a connection from 
a distinct free inlet to a distinct free out
going trunk of the considered group; 

- Eoint to point selection mode ·with ~epeated 
attempts (PR-mode). 
If the maximum number of attempts is limited 
e.g. to t attempts, then the marker ha~ t 
attempts to build up a connection from the 
distinct free inlet to a distinct free out
going trunk of the considered group; 

- £oint to group selection mode (PG-mode). 
The marker has to build up a connection rrom 
a distinct free inlet to an outgoing trunk 
of the considered group. 

If the number of attempts is equal to the 
number of free outgoing trunks of the consi
dered group, the PR-mode is a realization of 
the PG-mode. 
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2.4 HUNTING MODES 

Two hunting modes will be considered: 

- sequential hunting with fixed home position. 
The outlets of the multiple will be hunted 
in sequential order and the first idle out
let will be occupied; 

- random hunting. 
All idle outlets of the multiple will be oc
cupied by the same probability. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE LINK SYSTEM 

3.1 ' ABBREVIATED NOTATIONS 

In the following a number of abbreviated not
ations will be used: 

(xl occupation state with x occupied paths 
through the link sy&tem, 

(0 ~ x ~ M i"n (g I' . Hi n [ i y , k I' ] I 'V € [ 1, S J ]) I 

each state (xJ consists of a number of 
different occupation state patterns (i} 

{xl occupation state pattern (state pattern) 
with x occupied paths 

[x+l1 higher neighbouring state (HNS-) pattern 
with x+l occupied paths, where x paths 
are identical to these of (xl 

\x-l1 lower neighbouring state (LNS-) pattern 
with x-1 occupied paths which are iden
tical to x-l paths of [xl 

p(x),p(x+l),p(x-l) probabilities of state 
pattern (probabilities of state) 

(w,v,'V) outlet w in multiple v of stage 'V 
(v, v) multiple v of stage)l 

rl(m,S) trunk group r via multiple (rn,S) 

3.2 STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION 

The wiring map of the link system with S 
stages is described uniquely by means of 
"wiring matrices e(Y) " I Y € [ ~ . S -I] with 
dimension (g"xkv ). Each element ~v~) denotes 
the number of the inlet of stage(v+l) wired with 
the outlet (w,v,~). 

From this wiring matrix elV)a "multiple matrix 
cj>(Y)" v€[~ S-i] with the same dimension is derived. 

Each 'element ~~Jdenotes the number of the 
multiple of stage (v+l) wired with the outlet 
(w v,»). If the inlets of stage '\I are numbered: 
1 (inlet no. 1 of multiple no. 1») •.. ) i y 

(inlet no. i\l of multiple no. 1), il> +1) ••• , 
g i (inlet no. iy of multiple no. gv), then 
~~-~can be determined according to (3.1): 

;'11') _ 1 
'f (\oIJ = EIHlER (_"._w __ + 1) 

vw tv+1 
» € [1, S) 0.1) 

3.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE OCCUPATION STATE 
PATTERN {xl 

To denote the occupation state pattern {xl, 
with x occupied paths, (gvxky) dimensional 
"state matrices S (Vi", \I e [1 , 5-1] are introduced. 
The element 5;:1 characterizes the occupation 
state of the outlet (w,v,v); 

s~) 0 if the outlet is not occupied vw 

le" if the outlet is occupied 0.2) 

where 
» = S-l lCy=r denotes the number of 

the outgoing trunk 
group r, rEO [l,R] to 
which the path via the 
outlet (w,v,S-l) is 
connected. 
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» € [1 ,S-2] : !Cv =w denotes the number of 
the outlet ~w, If"c:: 1\>+1 ) 

connected wlth the 
ou tIe t (w, v , » ) • 

The state pattern{xlis described by 

I 
(i) 11 CS-1)11} 

[ Sii I , ' , 'J Sij 0.3) 

It is useful to introduce a further quantity 
S (vh "O} 'f (y, {= 0 

VI\' 1 svw 
= 1 :> 0 0.4) 

4. EQUATION OF STATE 

4.1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Assuming stationarity, the following homoge
nous system of linear equations for the pro
babilities of state p(x) can be derived 
(statistical equilibrium) from the Chapman
Kolmogoroff-equation /10/: 

2:Pj(Xto1) ' ci + LPj(x-1) ' Aa(x-1) ' 1ri (X-1) 
1 , 

-p(X) ' [:~)i(X) ' 1ri(X) +~[a] = 0 
t 1 

normalized by 

L pCx) 
x 

where 

(4.1a) 

(4.1b) 

4:' I~ contains all HNS-patterns {x+1J. or 
t • {_ 1 . 1 LNS-patterns x-l~ respectlvely. 

Jt'j, (X') I 1rj ex - 1) characterizes the system influ
ence that a call in (xl or [x-llj , respectively 
generates (x+1}i or [xl respectlvely. 

p . (-l)=O and p.(x=x +1)=0 
J 1 max 

contains all state patterns (x1 

The main problem is to determine all HNS- and 
LNS-patterns and the individual coefficients ~ 
for a given state pattern [xl in such a way ' 
that the equations for all probabilities of 
state p(x) can be determined per program by a 
digital computer. 

Therefore a formal description is introduced. 
In the following four sections 4.2 to 4.5 the 
transitions from/to the neighbouring states 
will be considered for a certain ("considered") 
state pattern (x}. 

The selection mode influences the two trans
itions 

- from (xl to the HNS-patterns [x+l\ : [x}-[x+l} 
- from the LNS-patterns {x-11 to [xl: (x-l]-{x} 

but it is without importance for the trans
itions 

- from the HNS-patterns (x +1\ to (Xl 

- from~lto the LNS-patterns ~-~ 

{x+11-[x} 
[xl-(5'c-l} 

With these four transitions the system of 
equations (4.1) can be formulated in detail 
in section 4.6. 

4.2 TRANSITION (x+1J -{xl 

For the considered state pattern [x] all HNS
patterns [x+1] and their individual transition 
coefficients must be determined. 

4.2.1 HNS-PATTERN (i + 11 

(x+1} in section 3.1 all state patterns must 
be determined having one additional occupied 
path compared with (x]. Therefore within each 
matrix Isfj'lonly the value of one element s (v) 

c hanges from 0 to Kv , all other elementKW 

remain unchanged. With the Kronecker-Symbol ~v 

cl,v = 1 } if i {= v 
: 0 '* v 

(4.2) 

the matrix becomes 
11 (v) , d. ,(v) er -,y) 11 

s'l .. IC)) (V 1"" u 
The condition "all elements s 1'\01) , V e [1,5) which 
changed their value from 0 t~W~ establish 
one additional connected path" can be regarded 
by 

To get all HNS-patterns out of these patterns 
two restrictions must be regarded. 
There must be at least in (x] 

1) one idl.e source in multiple (v,l); Le. "fv=1 

'\fIv = 1} if 5 (1) .. {< if for 'PeT 2 (4 4 ) 
.. 0 v. = if • • a 

'lfiv = 1 for 'PeT 1 (4.4.b) 

(4.5) 

2) one idle outlet of multiple (l(iv(!-f) ,S) to 
trunk group r; Le. (1 - -r CS• I)) = 1 

Q. k r vw 
1'(5,1) 1} 4-1 5-1 { 

r vw :. if L L cf
S

(S-1J r . dIPCS- 1) IP(S·4) = rks( 4.6) 
"" 0 ~.l i.1 !ji I l!1t I IVw < r kS 

With these two conditions the HNS-patterns[x+1] 
are given from (4.3) as 
'R 91 k, kS-1 
~ ~ ~ ~ {I (4) (4) rl1J II 11 (s·l) J(s'1)s(~H)II} 
L L L " 'L I Si; to lC\dtv 0jW ) ••• ) Si; + J:S•i oiv Q jW • 

r=1 vl"l W1·f ws-1"1 
· 5-1 (4.7) 
'TT (i - S(YJM) , (1 - r(S-i)), 1U

V vw r vw T 

»=~ 

4.2.2 TRANSITION 

A HNS-pattern [x+1} has one additional connec
tion from multiple (v,l) to group r. The tran
sition to [x} is therefore given by the ter
mination rate rev of this connection. The 
transition rate from all HNS-patterns [x+1} into 
{xlresults from (4.7) 

4.3 TRANSITION (x1-[x+11 

Here the HNS-patterns do not have to be des
cribed in detail, it is .only necessary to de
termine whether a transition from (x1to a 
HNS-pattern is possible. 

A call occurs in multiple (v,l) to group r 
with arrival rate rAy 

rAv = ro{.vHI-5~~)"') for PCT2 (4.9.a) 

= rAy = const . for peT 1 (4.9. b) 

Now, it must be determined according to the 
selection modes if this call is successful or 

According to the definition of the HNS-pattern not. 
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4.3.1 PP-MODE 

~'lith probability ~r an outlet of multiple 
(rn,s) to trunk group r will be marked. 

mr=r;rO}'f {>o (" , 1 rT 
= 0 = 0 

(4.10) 

where ~ 1c5-1 

~1 = r ks - L L JS(S-I) r . 0W(S-I) m 
v •• w~1 vw I ,rw I 

(4.11) 

number of idle outlets in multiple (rn,S) 
to trunk group r 

r1 = ~ ~r 
m=1 

(4.12) 

number of idle outlets to trunk group r 
If the marked outlet of multiple (rn,S) to group 
r is available via a free path from multiple 
(v,l) then the new connection will be built up. 
It is (1- ~X~).) = 1 if at least one of such a 
free path eX1sts. 

retermination of ,;x.~) 
To get ~ <1) i t mus t be determined for all mul tiple5 
(v,,,+l), v=tp~~),V€rl,S-2] if the number of free out
lets to multiple (rn,S) is greater than 0 and for 
multiple (rn,S) if all outlets to trunk group r 
are occupied. 

)I=S-l: ~n oU~le(~_~/w,v~s-?-) ~s blocked to rl(m,S), 
1.e. rWvw =1 1f 1t 15 

- not occupied, i.e. s~~~)*-o 
- wired to multiple (rn,S) and blocked to 

t k . cl" l (S-I) ~ run group r, 1. e • Cf,CS-I) m . r vw = 

or wired to another m~itiple of stage S, 
i.e. (~- c5'1'~-~) , m) = ~ 

m (..) (S-1) "" (~_ S~I)' J.[ i - cf<D(s-~) m . (~ - r 't:~'))] (4. 13. a) 
r vw Ty'N ' 

The multiple (v,S-l) is blocked to rl<m,S) 
if all outlets are occupied or blocked to 
rl( m, S), i. e • 
m X Cv) A ~ }'f (v). m Cv) {= ky (4.14) 
r v 1 . sv. + r'-lv. 

=0 < Icy 
where 

le 
m C y) ~ m l ,,) (4 15) 
r W v. = ~ r (..) vw • 

)I£[1,S-2]: An outlet (w,v,'Y) is blocked to rl(m,S), 
i. e • ';!w~ = 1, if 

it is not occupied, i.e. s~~'=o 
- the multiple (v=~~) ,v+l) is blocked to 

rl( m , S ), i. e. 71 ~V+l) = 1 

m {Jly l =. (~_sCV).) . Mx.(Y+~) 
r vw VW r V (4.13.b) 

The multiple (v,v) is blocked to r\(m,S) if 
~r~=l, acc. to (4.14). 

With probability r[y , 1 the incoming call to 
multiple (v,l) can be connected to the marked 
outlet of trunk group r 

9s 
~ mx(l)j. mr 

rEv = rEv , f = L ( ~ - r Y r (4.16) 
m-1 

The transition rate from 
(x+l1 is given by 

{xJ to all HNS-patterns 

"R 9~ 

p (llsii)II) .. )ls~t)II)~ ~ rEv 
r=~ vI-I 

(4.17) 

4.3.2 PR-MODE 

The first attempt was s~essful with probabili-
ty rEv . 1 • A second attempt is made if 

- there are two or more idle outlets to trunk 
group rand 

- the first marked outlet was not available 
from multiple (v,l). 
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Therefore the number of available outlets re
mains constant L{~ - r;x~)J ' ';1 and the number 
of markable out!ets is reduced to rT - f. 

Now, with probability rE~ an available outlet 
will be marked 

2:( i- mX(IJ) .mr 
, rvr =E'~ 

rEv = m rY -1 r v,1 rr- 1 (4.18) 

The probability for a sucessful second attempt 
is given by 

r 
r Ev,2 =(1-rEv'1) ' rEv'I ' ~1 {~2} 1>0 

,1 if r1 and r1-71 (4.~9) 
= 0 <2 =0 

The probability for success in one of the first 
two attempts is given by 

rEv r Ev,l + r Ev,2 (4.20) 

The probability for a successful t-th attempt 
is given by the recursion formula 

rEv,t= 11- rEv,t-l)'rEvl~ · r~_t"1) . {~tj "' f~t-~ 
r If rT and r1- r T ( 4 • 21 ) 

:0 0 <t <t-1 

The transition rate is given according to 
( 4 .17) where 

t 

rEv = 1; rEv,1 (4.22) 

4.3.3 PG-MODE 

Now the connection must be built up between 
the multiple (v,l) and one (out of all) idle 
outlets to trunk group r. Therefore the con
ditions (4.10), ..• ,(4.15) can be combined. The 
coefficient ';' X~) can be replaced by r X~V) 
where (1-rX~»)~1 denotes that an idle outlet 
to trunk group r is available from an idle out
let (w,v,v). rX~Y) is given according to (4.14) 
with r;:'(.)~~J replaced by r (.)~~). In the same way 
rW~~) can be calculated according to (4.15) 
with rpw~-:; replaced by rG.,)~~ according to 
(4.~3) ~ _ 

Cv) 
rW vw yw r vvv if v 

= (f - S (S-~J.). r CS-1) } {= S - 1 

= (1 - s~~·) · r x.~v .. ~) € [1,5-2] 

where (v,lJ+1) = ('fvC:) ,y .. i) 

(4.23) 

The probability for success is given by 
rEv = (1 - r X ~1J ) (4.24 ) 

and the transition rate according to (4.17) 
with rEv according to (4.24). 

4.4 TRANSITION (x1-[5{-1} 

This transition rate depends on the termination 
rate r€v of the established connections. A 
connection between the outlet (w,v,l) and trunk 
group r exists if 

kz ks_~ $-1 

L .. ~ IT er Cv) - 1 ( 4 • 25 ) 
"121 W

S
_
1

- 1 \1_1 SV'N ,le y 

4.5 TRANSITION {x-1) - [xl 

Firstly, all out of the neighbouring lower 
patterns must be determined which change to 
{xl if a call occurs in multiple (v,l) to 
group r. Only these patterns are consideredto 
be LNS-patterns. They depend on the selection
and on the hunting mode. 

Secondly the transition rate can be determined. 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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A call occurs in multiple (v,l) to ~roup r with 
arrival rate r~~ 

r~: ". r<x'v '({f- s~!· ~ i) 

r~v 

4.5.1 SELECTION NODES 

4.5.1.1 PP-MODE 

for peT 2 
(4.27) 

for PCT 1 

Similar to (4.3) together with (4.25) all 
interesting patterns with x-l identical con
nections as [X) are given by 

~ 9 95 ';'I'~' ,;,!-,~S-ils_. ( 4 .28 ) 
'" ~ '" '" "{ (V ( (I}J,I) Cs-I) (S· I) (s·t) lTT 
L L L L '" L ~S'j -(oir jwll" ,)Sij - /cs-Av djw ~ _/~s~ ' C\I 

r:i v,~i m=1 w,=i 1¥s-, -1 \I 

The boundary values mu (Y} ... k ['S) depend on 
the hunting mode: rc-v - , Y I \lE 1, . 

Random hunting: ~f:L(~); ky .(4.29.a) 

Sequential hunting: i.e. the first hQnted outlet 
of multiple (v,~) which is idle to r I(m,s) will 
be connected. Therefore by means of r:'(J-~Y) all 
outlets are excluded which follow after an out
;Let being idle to r I (rn,s) in [xl • . ' 

f4- .. i 

~I-'~Y) = inf(fL·IL';(L~~ < fLff+f , tt"dO,k)) (4.29.b) 
~ . i 

with 

':'(L~~) S~~)ff .. r;(.)~~) if t d~. kv1 
o if l 2 k,," i 

To get the LNS-patterns out of the patterns 
according to (4.28) further conditions must be 
introduced: 

1) the terminated connection characterized by tt os'''' ,IC" must be a connection from out
let\l ' (w:~,l) to (rn,S) in [xl; i.e. 

cS W CS-1) m '" 1 (4.30) 
.1 YW ' 

2) the marked outlet to trunk group r must be 
of multiple (rn,S). This occurs by probabi
lity ~ r-

(4.31) 

3) the marked outlet of multiple (rn,S) to 
trunk group r must be available from multi
ple (v,l) via the above mentioned path. 
This condition depends on the hunting mode. 

. A. Random Hunting 
Here the number of free outlets of multiple 
(v,v) to rl(m,s) must be determined. In each 
stage v. y€[1.,S) the multiple V= '1'.,/,,-4) connected 
with the outlet (w,v,v-l) and t~e multiples 
e: 'fv(; - ~) connected with outlets (:r.w , ~ ,v-1)or 
('),~, \1-1) must be regarded. In the f~rst stage 
only multiple (v,l) is of importance. 

Multiple (v,~=S-l): The number of idle outlets 
to rKm,S) is given by 

(4.32) 
where 

';'~~~i) denotes the out
lets of multiple (v,S-l) 
which are blocked to rl 
(rn,S) in (xl but free to 
rl(m,S) if the connection 
via outlet (w,v,S-l) has 
been terminated 

(4.33.a) 
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~1ultiple (e*V,v=S-l): It is blocked to r I (rn,S) 
in (x} and has at least 
one idle outlet to rl 
(rn,S) in the lower pattern 
i . e. r;:' X ~S-4 ) * = 1 i f 

- all outlets are occupied 
?r bl~c~~~ to r\(m,S); 
~. e. rYe = 1 . 

according to (4.14) 

- if at least one outlet ') 
~hich is not occupied) 
is wired with multiple 
(rn,S) and this multiple 
is blocked to trunk group 

i ) ~ f( ~ -s:;)~):;.,:,:.:"~~~~Jr~:J {> 0 ( 4.3 4 . a) 
o ~=. eJ vw =-0 

with m ~ 'fv~ . (} 
'--

m (5-')._ mX(S-ll . mG'(S-1) 
rXe - r ere . (4.35) 

Nultiple (v,'\» ,V€[i.S·2] : The number of idle outlets 
to rl(m,s) is given by 
(4.32) where ':' f?>;~) has 
the same content ' as n;f.>~~~) 
but the formal determin
ation must be modified. 

kv 
m ~ (v) _ '" (vh. [er m (v+1) J ) '" ("'1)/1] 
r/J vw - L(4- sv:r)- <f.(\I) f..IV) 'r K.'f..(V) +(~-afv.\I)'f..()f) 'rr e r- i Y:r' vw If'" vr' vw 

- ()/+~). (4.33.b) 
where r;'Xe ace. to (4-.35) with S-.1 ~ v+1;el.l+,='f.,(lI) 

Nultiple (eh ,\1), ve(i,S-2): The same condlt~ons are r 
valid as for (e,S-1); 
therefore is 

7X~\J)lfacc . to (4 . 35) with S - 1#v 

~ X ~) ace . to (4. 1 i+) 

k (4.34·r) 
mG'IYj = I}. ~ (~tt [ m (VH) m (\114;.1 }O 
r e If L(1-Se:s J OW(\I) ,<D(V) ' rXv +(1-6~(\I)''f.(\J») · rXe J 

= 0 'S:d leJ IVW er nv . =0 

with 
ev +1 = 'fe~) Y\l+~ = 'fv~) 

The probability that multiple (v,l) and the 
marked outlet in multiple (rn,S) to trunk group 
r will be connected via the path (4.25) becomes 

rn _ [IT m 1r (V)]-4 
r~vlw1 ··· wS_. - \121 r YW (4.36) 

B. Sequential Hunting 
Two cond~t~ons must be regarded for each mult
iple (v~\),vdi,S) , In multiple (v,v) is no 
outlet") which 
- will be hunted before the outlet wand 
- is backwardly blocked to rl(m,S) in [xJ 

but idle in the lower pattern. 
Then the lower pattern is a LNS-pattern. With 
regard to ~(-l~V) the following conditions are 
simplified: 

----
According to A. the multiples must be dis
tinguished: 
multiple (v,S-l): 

n. (5-1) 

l.J vw 

multiple (etv,S - i): 

There is no outlet '$ 

blocked by the outlet 
w if (1 - ~~;:)) - 1 

(4.37.a) 

It has an outlet blocked 
by outlet (w,v,s-l) if 
6'~S-1) = f 

f
>O 

=0 (4.38.a) 
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multiple (v;v) , ye.(1,S-f) : No outlet) is blocked by 
the outlet w if (1- ~::)-1 

~~ = i) if I:(~ -s~~·}[ d'tp,(Y' "'(v) t (~- 0Y',5Y1 ~:Y1) .()~\I+4J] [> 0 
'"' O!d 1/1 ' TVW v:s' vw =0 

with ( 4 • 37 • b ) 
e; If (v) 

V! 

multiple (e,.v,Y) , VE(1,S-1):According to (4.38.a) 6~\I) 
becomes 

G:) = 1]if I:. (1- s~~·J. [d~(,,), ro(Y) t (1- cf~'''J, ~(YJ) ' G"~w4)] {> 0 

= 0 >=4 ! vw 'J \!IV = 0 

wilh (4.38.b) 

ev .. ~ '" 'fe(~ 

By ';:'"'1~~ .. . ws-, it is denoted, whether the connec
tion liS' built up via the path (fr .25) 

s -1 

r::YJ. v w . .. w = TT ( 1 - ~ (v) ) 
1 1 . S-1 ,,;1 vw 

(4.39) 

The LNS-patterns {x-1] are given by (4.28) 
multiplied with (4.30) and with 

(4.40) 

4.5.1. 2 PR-MODE 

The first attempt is successful with ';:'£:, . 
A second attempt arises if ' 

- the first marked outlet not part of the 
multiple (rn,S). This takes place with (~- r;:'rlt). 
Then with probability 

~ ~ ~ ~ J if rT [> 0 

o =-0 
now an outlet of the multiple (rn,S) will be 
marked and this second attempt wlll be 
successful with 

mElt' =- (-I _ mr") r;'r ~1 . m" _ mElt . rl-r;'T 
r v r rT r 'lr,ff" " ffs_,-r V,i r1 j. [>0 

If r1 (". ... -1) 

=0 cO 

- the first marked outlet was in multiple (rn,S) 
but the connection was not built up according 
to the con~idered path; this fact arises with 
,:,r·{1-~~VjIV" " ""S_I) ' Now, the second 
attempt wlll be successful with 

r v - (-I ':1V,II'I" ' WS) rr T r'~Wt "' WS-i rEV,j r (1 ~Y,Wt " ' IfS-j . 
m~w _ _ .m • ~r . m - m * .ti. - )1 (:>0 

r , itrr (It.lt2) 

'" 0 . =0 

(~E~" = 0 for sequential hunting, because 
~~~~-~Js equal to 0 or 1) 

The probability for success in the second 
attempt is 

~E~, 2 = ~E~ ' +- ~E:H 

mE" [ m ]} _ r 1',4 (,T - ':!r) to (i _ m'l )( r 1) - -(, T) 1 r V, W,. ""5_4 -1 [>0 
1 If ra 

o =0 
and for success in one of the first two 
attempts 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

Analogously, the probability for success in 
the t-th attempt becomes 
mElt .. ';'E:'1 [( rl -r:' t)+-(rT-':!T)11 m (":'T) +(,1-711 
r v,t (rT) ' t -1 t -Z - r'lV'~ "' WS_ 1) 1 + 1 / 

H ( t-2("'1) t-1 (m )J} . ~ - 7'tv,w .. ws) :-2 +- (~ - ~~~ ... , '!VS_I) ~-~ if ,rt-2 

=0 ~H 
(4.45) 
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and the probability for success within the 
first t atttempts 

mE .... ~ mE· 
r v 1- 1 r v,l (4.46) 

4.5.1. 3 PG-MODE 

Here the condition r/(m,S) has to be replaced 
by r, i.e. the sum over m and the index m 
vanish. Thus the LNS-patterns are given by 
(4.28) and (4.40) 
'R 9i r/-(~'o r/4~S-I) S-l ( 4 • 47) 
~ , ~ . "'flls(I'- cfl~)t1)11 11 IS-I) d's-t)d'S-I)II}ITr * L L L L ij!C1 tV i'" I "' , Sij -lCS-i (v Sw ".1osS~,r:\I ·rEv 
r : ~ Vt·~ "'1'1 WS_i :' 

where accor~ing to (4.40) and 
according to (4.29) with regard to 
condi tion r I (rn,S) ~ r 

4.5.2 TRANSITION 

The transition rate from all LNS-patterns 
{~-11 to the considered state pattern [xl is 
glven by 

'R 9 9 '"1-'14' 1'II/4IS-I) -

'" ~ ~ p, .. r.,p. (I (1)- 6(4)0.(1)1 11 ~S- i)_ c!!S-1JdCH}II) _ 
L L L L LP 5~a !C, <v j" ,.", s~, r:5-i tv 1W 
r : ~ 11-1 m - 1 W, ' l ""s-,-1 5- 1 

TT dS(l» c ·6co (s '1) m . ~ E: . r~~ (4.48) 
v-of vw I \> lVW ' 

with 7~~J according to (4.29) 

~E: according to (4.40) for PP-Mode 

(4.46) for PR-Mode 

(4.40) for PG-Mode 
with regard to con
d i t ion r I (m, S) '* r 

Additional for PG-Mode the -sum over m and the 
index m vanishJc5''f'J~,),m= 1 • 

4.6 SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 

From all transitions (4.8), (4.17), (4.26) and 
(4.48) the system of equations according to 
(4.1) is given by , 

'R 91 [kl kS-1 
,,", "', (4) d(1) I (I) 11 11 (s -iJ (S-i) IS-I)I/) 
L L L" 'L p(ISij ~IC, 4.'( 0t W , . .. , 5ii ... )Cs_! d,v cl;... . 
r=l v, - ~ IV, =! Ws_!"! S- 1 

TT( i - s(V)W){ 1- -res-i)) ·1" . £ 
VII' r vw TV r V 

,,:1 

9 '"H (~ l'IIu(S- l) (4.49.a) 
S r .... v rrv (I) (I ' 1~1 

+ 2:= L " '2:::' plllSij - k:1d,v 61",11 ,. " II$~r)-)CS_4Ji~S- !)di~-1JI) ' 

S- 1 J TT dS
1Y) IC · JIO(S-i) I'll . ~E~ ' r~~ 

»=4 VI'!' Y TVW ' 

normalized by 

~ P (11 s~i) II, ... ) 11 s~rl)lI) 
x 

5. CHARACTERISTIC TRAFFIC VALUES 

5.1 PROBABILITY p(x) 

(4.49.b) 

From the probabilities of state p(x) the pro
bability p(x )"x paths occupied" can be deter-
mined as 

p(x) = ~[p(lIs1rll/,, -/ lIs~r l ll) · dx . s~~).] (5.1) 
le 

with 

• 
• 

• 
• 



• 
• 

• 
• 

with corresponding equations other probabilities 
e.g. p(x outlets of mUltiple (v,v) occupied) or 
p (x outlets to trunk group r occupied) can be 
calculated. 

5.2 PROBABILITY OF LOSS 

5.2.1 POINT TO POINT LOSS 

According to /6/ the point to point loss is 
defined as BNFl or BNF2 , respectively. 

- -- - - - - -- ._ -

number CNF of calls which cannot be 
connected to the marked outlet 

BNF1 =number ct of calls Wh1Ch have arr1ved 

in the state "at least one outgoing 
line is idle" 

BNF2 _C~NF~ __ ~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-number CA of calls wh1ch have arr1ved 

all together 

rEv according to (4.16) for PP-mode 
(4.22) for PR-mode 
(4.24) for PG-mode 

The ' probabilities BE" B NE' or BNFi,i=1,2 
are determined accJr§1~g t~ ~~.2) and (5.3) 
where in nominator and denominator it must be 
summed over v,r or rand v. 

5.2.2 PROBABILITY OF LOSS 

Additionally to C F the number of calls which 
have arrived in t~e state "all outgoing lines 
are occupied" must be regarded. Thus the pro
bability.of 10ss'rBv for multiple (v,l) to 
group r 1S 

L[p(~s!i)II) ... ,lIs1r'II) ' (i - r Ey) 'rAy 1 
r B v =:;- (4, (S-I) ] 

4:-[pU/St j L .. . ,lIs.j IlhAv 
x 

Other probabilities aSrB, Bv or ~ can.be de
termined by corresponding summat10ns 1n 
nominator and denominator of (5.5) 

5.3 CARRIED TRAFFIC 

The carried traffic rYy per multiple (v,l) to 
group r is given by 

k1 I<S_1 S- I 

r Yy = 2]p(ls~;t. ",lsir)I)~' ''2: n cJs~~ ,ICy] (5.6) 
x W,·t W5-1"1 v'"l 

corresponding to (5.6) rY is determined as 

9s-1 kS_f 

r Y = 2]p(ls~j)IJ' ",I s:r~l) L L cJs~~\J, r] (5.7) 
x Vs-t f wS-I·I 

Other carried traffics e.g. Y~"'} , Y can be calcu
lated by similiar expressions. 

5.4 OFFERED TRAFFIC 

The offered traffic rAy per multiple (v,l) to 
group r is 

(\) (s- \) 2Y..] 
rAy = 2:]pOlsij U, ... ,Usi1 I) rE. y (5.8) 

it 
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the other offered traffics rA, A and A can ce 
calculated by corresponding summa~ions of rAv ' 

6. EXAMPLES 

The figures 3 - 5 show some results for a small 
links system with S=3 stages for groupselection 
(R=2) with PP-mode (fig.2). 

Fig.2 

Stage 1 
~------~------~~~~ 

9t=2 9z=3 Q3=2 
Link system with S=3 stages and R=2 out
going trunk groups 
Selection mode : PP-mode 
Hunting mode : Sequential hunting 

This system has 817 different state patterns (xl. 
The above described algorithm had been programmed 
in FORTRAN. It was partitioned in three parts : 
- determination of the state patterns tXI 
- determination of the system of equations for 

the probabilities of state p(x) 
- solving of the system df equations, i.e. cal

culation of the probabilities of state p(x) 
and calculation of the characteristic traffic 
values. 

The first program is used only once for each 
link system. The second and third program are 
used for each traffic value. 

The system of equations for the probabilities 
of state p(x) is solved by the Successive 
Overrelaxation Method. Normally, less then 25 
iteration cycles are necessary for a accuracy 
EPS ~ 10-9 /10/. 

t 1 

B 

BNF1 

~F2 
10-1~ ____ ~~~~~ ______ ~ ____ -+~~~ 

Fig.3 : 

I; 

// 
// 

1/ 
// 
~/ 

____ b_+-____ ~----~----~ 
0,2 OJ. 0,6 0,8 1.0Er( 

rYJ,.n-

Point to point loss BNFl and B~R2 and 
the probability of loss B as a'Yunction 
of the carried traffic Y/ n per out
going trunk (r=l,2) for r balanced 
offered traffic 
Parameter : _ ._. peTl 

----- 'PCT2, ~1 6 
- - - PCT2. ~ 1 3 

System: see fig.2 
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Figure 3 shows the point to point loss BNF1 and 
BNF2 as a function of the carried traffic rYlrn 
per trunk group (r=1.2). Furthermore. the 
probability of loss B. which includes the states 
"all outgoing trunks occupied" acc. to (5.5). 
is shO\m. By reason of balanced offered traffic 
it is B = B = B and the corresponding pro
pertie§ for ¥he point to point losses yield. 
T~is figure shows the transition from PCT2 
with i 1=k 1 to PCT1. 

Figure 4 shows for the same conditions the pro
babilities p(x), x=0,1 ••••• 4 for "x paths occu
pied" but only for PCT2 with i1 = 6. 

Fig.4 

t 
B 

rB 

rBt-.F1 

rBNF2 

10-1 

10-2 

I 

10-3 
I 

0,2 Of. 0,6 O,B 1.0Erl 
rYl(.n--

Probabilities p(x). x=0~1 •••• ,4 for "x 
paths occupied" as a function of the 
carried traffic Y/rn per outgoing trunk 
(r=1,2) for bala~cea offered traffic 
Parameter: PCT2. il = 6 
System: see fig.2 

1B 

B 

B 

1BNF1 

__ 1BNF2 

.~ 4'---r----I,--------~------,--------~----~ 
1..J r; 1 2 3 I. 5Erl 

2h =1),4 Er l t:--
Fig.5 : Probabilities o~ loss B'rB (r=1,2) and 

point to point loss BNF1 and BNF/ as a 
function of the no-lbaa offerea tr~ffic 
~ and unbalanced carried tra~~ic 
Parameter: PC!2, i1 = 6 

2A = 0,4 Erl = const. 
System: see ~ig.2 
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Figure 5 shows an example of unbalanced carried 
traffic, with ?A* = 0,4 Erl = const. 

Aft ""'[ (-J~~] . AI>", A.I> • A* 
r .,. ~ P X .L1 r E'.v J 1 2 

X V= 

Unbalanced carried traffic implies the differ
ence between the two trunk groups. The point to 
point loss 2BNFl is higher then 2BNF" but the 
difference 1S very small in the whol~ range of 
figure 5. therefore these two curves are drawn 
as one. 

Results for PG-mode will be published in 110/. 
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